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1: www.enganchecubano.com ~ December '06 Pictures
The Big Black Bull. The big, black bull came down from the mountain, Houston, Sam Houston. The big, black bull came
down from the mountain Long time ago.

Slab Cityâ€¦ Jenn wrote this about Jan 23, for the category. Where can one go to escape the everyday gluttony
of the all American consumerism and war torn diet of day to day life? To be really free and live off the grid as
long as time and patience will allow. Where the sky seems to be endless and the clouds are full. A place where
electricity and services do not exist and convenience is make believe. Is there a place that you can run away to
and lose yourself only to be found by your inner spirit? Does that exist anywhere? Does it exist within
yourself? Can you stand to spend that much time with yourself? Has your society done its job, preparing you
to be the hunter, gatherer, nurturer, or provider you were created in the Beginning to be? Can you rise above
and open yourself up to just beâ€¦ Are you willing to step out of the comfort zone and feel this place? We were
all born for somethingâ€¦close your eyes and find yourself in Slab City. Hitting a creative wall, we turned to
each other and said we got to get out of here. Our close friends, Brye and Salem, live in Palm Springs and so
we headed to see them as we arranged for all of us to make a pilgrimage out to Slab City together. Thousands
of acres now sit rotting away under the Californian desert sun, rusty signs swinging in the dry air squeaking in
the vast empty land. The Salton Sea sparkling in the middle of all this providing a beautiful backdrop to this
interesting scenery. The whole place looks like an entire city just got up and left one day and never came back.
Driving on the road around the Salton Sea making our way to Slab City, the abandoned cars, signs, buildings,
and ancient advertisements lure you back to a time of prosperity and adventure. This place now looks like an
outlaw town taken over by the elements of time. This would be the only convenience we would have during
our stay. Before heading out here, we stocked up on water and food and charged everything we needed.
Everything else we would have to do without. Once we arrived in the Slabs, the kids quickly rounded up
firewood for the evening before the sun went down. Brye and Salem had already camped in this same place in
the month previous and were guiding us on where to find stuff. Austin set up the tent as everyone quickly tried
to get everything done while we had daylight left. Once the sun goes down we have limited use of flashlights
and solar powered lanterns. It was empty when we got there and we had the whole mountain to ourselves. We
climbed up the mountain and sat watching the sunset over the desert honoring Isaac as we all thought of our
friend. He was a great, great man and we miss him every day. After getting back from Salvation Mountain, we
all gathered around for some dinner and a campfire. The winds are swift all day long and dust and sand are
constantly blowing around. The nighttime tends to be calm and relaxing, allowing your mind to wonder and
rest. In the morning, we were eager to take a tour around Slab City and see the crazy RV art and fortresses the
residents have been building for years. There are no rules out in Slab City and no government so people come
out to claim a spot and build their homes out there using whatever material they have or find. Trash out in the
Slabs becomes prized material that is used in various ways to help make stuff like fences, decorations, and art.
But they make it a fun place to be. This is what you do out in the Slabs. Nowhere to go and nothing to do. A
great exercise in letting go and being content. And a freedom to start drinking as early as you want. The whole
place used to be an old military base that the government just left behind when they moved on. The military
knocked down all the buildings before they left leaving only the slabs they sat on. The Range is the
community stage where talent shows and live music is hosted by volunteer residents of Slab City on Saturday
nights. The night of the talent show Greg, Brye, and Austin went early to check it out and came back to the
RV thinking that we might ought to skip it. The seating at The Range varies from old movie theater to airplane
seats. Old couches and recliners also make up seating facing the stage. Nothing is wasted and everything is
used. Austin thinking he could rock this place. Off the side of the stage is one of the many beautiful trash piles
that are all over Slab City. Sunny taking a break and taking it all in. Faith hanging with Sunny as they steal the
show with their own Slab City beauty. We found this piece of a sign in one of the many trash piles and
decided that this would be our Slab City souvenir. It now hangs in the backyard at Case del Austin a la Cabo.
The lonely road to the Library in Slab City. The Slab City library is a rare find in the desert. Complete with
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rooms and rooms of books from fellow travelers and residents, the library was built by random pieces of
recycled materials found laying around the land. We spent tons of time in here walking around finding old
books and magazines and letting the kids run around the back porch that served as a true Slab City hangout to
sit and read. We lived out of the trunk using the bumper for a bathroom sink as we brushed our teeth and
groomed for the day. We had sections for food, clothes, and bathroom stuff for the trip making it very easy to
live out of. This is the Slab City shower, no joke. Even though they have no idea where the water is coming
from, they are happy to have a shower in the desert. The bottom was gross and dirty with years of algae and
smelled. I cringe at the love acts that have probably occurred here. Brye and Salem took us over to some
thermal mudpots that are in the desert near where we are staying. Some of the hills were over ten feet tall and
the mud from within was warm like inviting you to stick your hands in and play in them! The kids bounced
around from hill to hill as they played and got themselves covered in mud. Full moon rising over the
mountains in Slab City. Austin playing the talent show at The Range. The whole show is run off of generators
including all the lights and worked amazing well! It was a mix of tourists and residents giving way to many
interesting and diverse conversations. People were dancing and handing out glowsticks walking around
meeting all the new people of Slab City. Everyone brings a cooler with their beer and stands around catching
up with each other. The smell of pot is thick and the people are happy. Dancing under the stars outside in the
middle of nowhere. We met Nick from Lousiana, who came to live with his mom after having a hard time in
his hometown. He was a tough kid, but full of life and loved to rap. He talked our ears off and followed our
group around enjoying the attention that we were giving him. He was a sweet kid and needed a lot of love.
Austin and Bill who built The Range. He used to be a builder and moved out to Slab City for a more simple
life. One of the many fortresses in Slab City. We stayed in Slab City for three days which felt like weeks. The
days are long and filled with an emptiness that somehow satisfies you even with nothing to do. Without
showers, electricity, fresh water, and contact with the outside world you are completely lost out here making
time irrelevant. We said our goodbyes and headed off into the world again. Driving for hours back into
civilization we pulled over in the suburbs of San Diego to grab a bite to eat, our fist convenience in days.
Walking into a crowded Subway, we were quickly overwhelmed with the people and pace of the life we left
behind for Slab City. We literally came to a stop in the doorway after entering the store trying to find a groove
in the world again. Standing there, we were filthy from days without showers, sand and dirt all in our hair, and
our clothes worn from the elements of the desert. The people of San Diego are quite different and now we
were the outlaws and less desired in our culture, just like those beautiful folks back in Slab City. We stood in
line, ordered our food, and decided to eat our lunch in the car sitting in the parking lot.
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2: Matthew When Jesus came down from the mountain, large crowds followed Him.
Song: Mountain Artist: Tonic Album: Lemon Parade Release: LYRICS: She She came down From the mountain And I I
stood my ground On the mountain Like a fire I'm drawn to her lust I can't run.

Peaceful Loch Lomond was our companion for most of the day. Even the constant drone of traffic on the main
road along the opposite shore did not spoil our day. Numerous waterfalls tumbled down the hillside to the
track. The first bluebells of spring. We passed four small groups of wild goats. I would not want to be on the
wrong end of those horns. They have been here for hundreds of years. Mostly we walked through oak and
beech woods but we had morning tea in a "Lord of the Rings" pine forest among the ruins of a farming
settlement from almost years ago. You can just see the roof on the left. The track was narrow and rocky in
places. A sign suggested it was. Rob Roy had numerous hiding places around these parts. We said goodbye to
Loch Lomond. A welcome sight at the end of a full day of walking. DAY 6 A day of stunning weather and
mountain scenery. Very laid back cows enjoying the sun and not moving for walkers. Cow manure mixed with
large sections of slippery mud is not something you want to fall into. Sheryl puzzling over how to safely cross
one of several muddy patches. We celebrated with vegemite sandwiches and a mountain vista. Yes -- we
brought vegemite with us from Australia. After walking up and over a hill through a pine forest, we strolled
along the valley floor. Some of my ancestors may very well have walked here as this valley leads to Glen
Orchy and Black Mount and Glen Etive where some of my people are from. Mumma sheep was still cleaning
her twins as they struggled to use still wobbly legs. They were quite literally, new born. It is on the main road,
between two train lines and has two train stations. Tomorrow we walk over a big hill to Inveroran; in to clan
Fletcher territory. Posted by Jill at.
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3: Best 25+ Golden calf ideas on Pinterest | Moses red sea, Exodus 20 4 and Moses 10 commandments
The following week, the wise old man came down from the mountain into the village. The boy quickly caught a bird and
cupping it out of sight in his hands, walked up to the wise old man and asked, "Old man, old man, what is it that I have in
my hands?".

We pretty much hang out here on the land and occasionally go into town. But for the most part we just hang
here at the house. And love every minute of it. And we started a nice Cabo tra- habit -dition that we are pretty
affectionate about. Best friends in soooooo many ways. We got the house all set up for the holidays. We are
expecting a house load of people here in just a few weeks so we were all just enjoying the peace and quiet
before they all arrived. This is the tree that we cut down, cut in half, and decorated. It was kinda bittersweet
being out of our own house during this time. There were times that it felt like we had let our Family down by
deciding not to have our own house at a time like this. And we are glad that we did. The picture of this tree
means something special to us after going through lots of emotion about not being in our place. We were at
home. So we shot it up. You takin the wrong tone with me We have never really been gun people and our kids
had never been around them till now. We know, even growing up in Texas where everyone has a gun and all
that crap, we just never got behind having them. But it was really cool for Austin to be at an age where he
could finally understand the power behind these things. This was a peaceful place to hold, shoot, and
experiment with all the different types of guns at our own comfort levels and not have dead animals laying all
around you. Nathanael helped Austin get used to the. One of our dearest Family friends, the ExtremeFamily
came to visit all of us for a few days before heading to San Jose to spend the holidays with their Family. We
gave them a tour of Mt. The Families all headed down the tracks to MossBrae Falls. The trail to the falls runs
right along the tracks and makes for some very nervous moments. Especially with young kids. To Dodge some
trains with a few good friends Behind us was a dropoff around feet, in front of us thousands of tons of train,
and on the other side of the train a steep, loose hill of straight into the thick woods. So worth the romantic
moment. We are probably going to start marketing her out. We also visited Castle Lake to see if the lake had
started to freeze over yet. It was starting to but still had a ways to go. So we stayed on the shore trying not to
fall through the slush. Too cold to skinny dip, although she would do it in an instant. This is the only other
person in the world that has seen us naked in water this much. We enjoy a good skinny dipping location now
more than ever. Go ahead and make the classic joke about really being barenaked Guess who brought hot
chocolate and refreshments for us??? Maddie and Austin enjoyed hanging out playing some new tunes they
learned together. They sang to us before getting up and heading outside mutating back into the fun and
imaginative kids they are. Gotta love homeschooled kids The ExtremeFamily stayed with us for a few days
before heading to be with their Family for the holidays. If you ever doubt if you could do the same thing We
love you Justis. This year we were with them and we all went out to dinner to celebrate his birthday. We got
all dressed up and headed into town where we ate at a wonderful little place. After dinner we needed to stop at
the store for a few groceries before heading back to the house. Brye, Jenn, and Austin got in the Suburban and
were going to fuel up at the gas station then swing by and pick the rest of the crew up at the store giving
everyone plenty of time to get both things done. At the gas station Brye is fueling up and notices a lady who is
obviously traveling using the payphone. She has a small little car packed full with luggage and what appears
to be two small dogs. She came over while we were fueling and asked us how far it was to one of the passes
up north before returning to phone. Brye overhears her talking about trying to find a place because of the
frozen roads and leans into the car to ask Jenn if we should maybe put her up for the night. You could tell this
woman was on a budget and a room this late at night was going to be expensive. We both looked at each other
and back over at the woman now checking her out for serial killer qualities. She looked really nice, a little
roadworthy, but very nice. We went back and forth for five minutes or so if we should invite her to spend the
night. After all, we had the nice big house and we had the RV parked outside that was plugged in waiting for
the Christmas bunch of people who would be staying with us soon. We both agreed that we should offer her a
place to stay that night and we would just keep an eye out for any strange behavior. We would also make sure
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she knows that this is only for one night because the hordes of Family and friends were showing up the next
day. So, Brye walks over to her as she is still on the phone and extends an invitation to spend the night with
us. Austin and Jenn are staring at her from the car to see what she says. She seems interested and asks to finish
her call before agreeing. Anyway, we still have to wait for Greg, Salem, and the kids to finish shopping. What
turns out to be another ten minutes or so on the phone, we are already done fueling and are way overdue to
pick up the rest at the grocery store. She decides to take us up on our offer as she glances over all of us and our
car. She originally met us as three, she had no idea that we had six more people with us. And she was a little
cautious now. We arrange for her to stay there at the gas station as we cross the street and pick up everyone
else at the store. She agrees and gives us this look as if we are now the serial killers. As we head over to the
store Brye and Jenn are telling themselves that they are doing the right thing, the kind thing. But still, was this
lady going to chop us up in the middle of the night? As Greg, Salem, and the other kids all piled in the car
with the groceries all Utah style, Brye and Jenn casually throw out "by the way, we picked up this lady at the
gas station and she is going to spend the night with us at the house. We have to go get her and let her follow us
to the house. Make sure you put your seatbelts on, safety first. Greg and Salem were both We were back at the
gas station and introduced the rest of the Family to Tawnee and tried not to freak her out with our group. Yes,
we all live together, but not in that way She followed us back up to the house and parked her car letting what
was now three fairly large dogs out of the car. They immediately scrambled out into the dark land and we
asked her if she was afraid if they would run off. Guess we forgot to tell her to get to the house you have to go
down a dark, gravel road making you feel like you are being taken somewhere scary at night. We all settled in
for the night and she noticed that the big picture of Justis was on the table. We explained to her who Justis is
and how we were celebrating tonight. She was very sensitive to the story and asked Brye and Salem if she
could do something special to honor him. They agreed and she went into her bag bringing out this tribal
looking box. Just the way she was and the way she talked you never knew what to expect. Anyway, she set out
a sea shell dish on the fireplace and reached into the burning hot coals scooping a handful out with her BARE
hands! She set the hot coals into the sea shell, with her BARE hands, and burned some sage and cedar in it.
She began a rhythm with a Native American looking handheld drum thingie and started to chant and talk in a
Native American type of language. She sang happy birthday to Justis in this amazing song as she rattled her
Native looking rattles and things. It was very nice and respectable how she did something so generous for this
Family, yet still very weird, creepy, and bizarre for a couple of Families completely uninitiated to this culture
outside of jewelry in the touristy Southwest. This would be the start to a really long, beautiful, and mystical
night. There is so much more to the story of Tawnee. Our time with her was really a healing and deep trip. She
stayed with us till the following afternoon before packing up and having to leave. She started the car, gave
everyone hugs, and started down the driveway waving her hand out the window, letting her dogs run alongside
the car for the first few hundred feet as she often does. As she leaves, she sticks her head out the window and
yells one more thing to us None of us were murdered, but we were all changed Some of the things she says
and does are so far out there from mainstream America and even us. She is a free spirit She is the legend of
Tawnee.
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4: Blackhawk - That's Just About Right Lyrics | MetroLyrics
The woman who named all her cows --A blossom gathered in No Man's Land --How Old Brye came down from the
mountain --Command performance --The Ghost of the Ottawa River --A simple life --A final understanding --Clan wake
--Crossing the Calumet Bridge.

The stilling of the storm Mark 4: The servant of the centurion Luke 7: The excuses of two disciples Matthew
8: The Gadarene demoniac Mark 5: The stilling of the storm Luke 8: The stilling of the storm Matthew 8: The
Gadarene demoniacs Matthew 8: The excuses of two disciples Luke 9: A comparison such as this, especially if
we take into account the narratives which in St. Luke come between those which St. Matthew makes to follow
close one upon another, and the apparent notes of succession in each case, is enough to show, once for all the
difficulty of harmonising the Gospel narratives with any certainty. Three conclusions may fairly be received as
all but certain. The independence of each record. It is scarcely conceivable that St. Luke would have departed
so widely from St. The derivation of all three from earlier records, written or oral, each embracing some few
acts or discourses of our Lord. The absence of any direct evidence as to the order of these events, so that each
writer was often left to his own discretion, or to some internal principle of grouping. In dealing with such
cases, therefore, while the parallel narratives in the other Gospels will be noticed, so far as they make the
record here more vivid and complete, there will seldom be any attempt to discuss elaborately the order in
which they stand. Pulpit Commentary Verse 1-ch. We return in this section to matter which resembles that of
Mark and Luke, and undoubtedly belongs to the Framework vide Introduction. Matthew has given a lengthy
summary of the teaching of the Christ, and he now supplements it by a summary of his daily work. He is not
concerned with the chronological connexion of the incidents here narrated, for this is evidently to him a matter
of but secondary importance. Thus he notices - 1. The personal trials that Christ incurred in his work ver. The
completeness of his healing power Matthew 9: When he was come down from the mountain Matthew 5: If we
must combine this verse with Luke 5: Men not only wondered at what they heard Matthew 7: The result was
that they wondered at his work Matthew 9:
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5: Wanderment: April
As Jesus came down the mountain, he was followed by large crowds. Good News Translation When Jesus came down
from the hill, large crowds followed him.

DeMille told us so. Actually, Moses got his exercise because he went up the mountain at least eight times. In
Exodus chapters 19 through 34 there is no indication that the Lord came down to the foot of the mountain. On
every occasion when Moses met with the Lord, he approached the thick darkness or approached the Lord, who
was on top of the mountain. The Children of Israel arrived at Mount Sinai on the first day of the third month
of the Hebrew calendar, Sivan, just a few days before Pentecost. They answered that they would do all that the
Lord had spoken. Moses returned to the mountain to bring back the words of the people Second Ascent2. The
Lord told Moses that He would speak to the people on the third day, and that they must consecrate themselves
for the event. It appears that after the Lord gave Moses instructions to be ready on the third day, He gave him
further instructions on the mountain. It is possible that the command to consecrate themselves and the further
instructions were both at the same time. Moses went down the mountain, and told the people the words of the
Lord. He was told again to warn the people about getting too close to the mountain. Moses again returned to
the people to give them the warning. The Lord then spoke the Ten Commandments to the Israelites and scared
them to death4. They asked Moses to have the Lord speak through him rather than directly to them. According
to Jewish tradition the speaking of the Ten Commandments came on Pentecost. Scripture does not give the
date, but the timing is very close. After the giving of the Commandments, Moses drew near to the thick
darkness where the Lord was. Of course, this was on top of the mountain. The next time Moses went up the
mountain is very unique and interesting. Fifth Ascent6 These men saw the Lord in Heaven. And yet they
lived! Scripture says that they ate and drank7, or in other words, they continued to live. This party of
seventy-four people returned to the camp. It is of interest that the Lord was gracious and did not cause these
people to die because they had seen Him. It was the Fifth Ascent and five is the number of grace. Again, the
Lord called Moses and Joshua to the mountain Sixth Ascent8 to receive instructions for the making of the
tabernacle and priestly garments, and the consecration of the priests. After giving the instructions, the Lord
gave Moses the Ten Commandments written by His own hand on tablets of stone. It was during this ascent
that Moses was on the mountain for forty days and forty nights, and the Israelites made the Golden Calf9.
When he descended from the mountain, Moses was so angry that he threw down the Tablets of Stone and
smashed them! After destroying the Golden Calf and exacting retribution against the people, Moses told them
that he would go to the Lord and try to make atonement for their great sin. So Moses again ascended the
mountain Seventh Ascent It was at this time that Moses offered himself in place of the people. Here, Moses
was a type of Jesus, who offered himself in our stead. According to Jewish tradition, when Moses returned to
the people, it was Tishri 10 or the Day of Atonement. Again, Scripture does not indicate a date. If this is so,
then Moses spent eighty days on the mountain, which is not an impossibility. Finally, the Lord told Moses to
go up on the mountain where Moses might see the presence of the Lord. He was also told to bring up two
stone tablets to replace the ones he broke. This was the Eighth Ascent And again, Moses spent forty days and
forty nights on the mountain. So Moses climbed Mount Sinai eight, or possibly nine, times. The real lesson for
us in this story is to not just read over something that we think we are familiar with. When we do, we miss a
lot of detail. I have focused on the ascents up the mountain, but there are many, many pictures and prophecies
in this text. Praise the Lord for His Word!
6: Auburn, California Historical Markers - The Historical Marker Database
That's just about right. Well my old friend came down from the mountain. Without even lookin', he found a little truth:
That you can go through life with the greatest intentions, but you do what you do, what you just gotta do, yeah.

7: Moses Comes Down Mt. Sinai With The Ten Commandments
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Now when Moses came down from Mount Sinai with the two tablets of the testimony in his hand--when he came down
from the mountain, Moses did not know that the skin of his face shone while he talked with him.

8: 58 Bible verses about Mountains
One of the first settlers in Coon Valley was Lars K. Brye, who died in , 88 years old. Before he died, he wrote with the
help of his daughter, Martha Brye, a very interesting account about the.

9: Art of The Print - Landscapes, Seascapes, City & Town Views in Art
"The Bear Came Over the Mountain" was originally published in the December 27, , edition of The New Yorker. The
magazine has made the complete story available for free online. The magazine has made the complete story available
for free online.
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